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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Construction activities generally involve significant land disturbances, leaving the soil unprotected and
more susceptible to erosion, which may in turn adversely affect the surrounding environment. The lack
of quantitative and qualitative data on erosion and sediment control product performance using
standardized evaluation methodologies under locally relevant climate and soil conditions makes it
difficult to appropriately select the most suitable erosion and sediment control best management
practices (BMPs).
During roadside construction, ditches are often impacted and may be left bare of vegetation throughout
the duration of the construction project. As rain hits this bare soil, it tends to heavily erode the ditch,
carrying large quantities of sediment in runoff. This sediment is then free to enter larger water systems,
which is a detriment environmentally and economically, and could be harmful to human health. At the
Erosion Control Research and Training Center (ECRTC) at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, a series of tests were conducted to analyze the effectiveness of various ditch checks to
ensure they could be used in real-life construction sites to mitigate soil transport. The tests were
conducted to determine their practicality in field use. The goal of these tests were to examine how well
they reduce sediment leaving the ditch and how much ponding occurs, as well as other criteria of
interest to the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT).
These tests were performed following protocols designed by the University of Illinois in consultation
with IDOT. Because there is currently a lack of products available for contractors to use on IDOT
construction jobs, the importance of these tests cannot be overstated. The tests were performed to
determine whether a new product could be feasibly used.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Construction activities generally entail earthmoving operations that involve substantial disturbance of
topsoil and vegetative cover. As a result, stormwater runoff and erosion rates are significantly
increased. The sediment runoff rates from construction sites are typically 10 to 20 times greater than
those from agricultural lands (EPA 2000). Hence, various practices have been devised to improve
effluent quality by adopting the necessary best management practices (BMPs), implementing proper
stormwater management, and using available technology to reduce pollution of water bodies.
To prevent undesired costs and effects of sediment in runoff, ditch checks are often used. The lack of
information on ditch check product performance under standardized testing and evaluation protocols
creates difficulties for engineers, designers, and installers in choosing appropriate technologies to
mitigate the possibility of pollution from construction areas. Performance data are often difficult to
compare and interpret due to differences in testing conditions and evaluation procedures. Additionally,
data available for sediment retention performance and effluent quality are frequently incomplete or
partial.
Most ditch checks aim to reduce sediment in water flow by lowering the velocity of the water, which
allows for sediment to settle out. Ditch checks can also act as filters that allow water to pass through
them but enhance the settlement of sediment upstream of the structure. Determining how effective a
ditch check at performing these functions is a key to determining its overall effectiveness. Furthermore,
other factors such as ponding amounts, product failure under high flow rates, and ease of installation
must be examined to determine practicality of the product.
This study was intended to compare the performance of five types of sediment control products under
Illinois weather and soil conditions, based on prior studies. This study also provides guidance to the
Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) in the installation and maintenance of sediment control
devices, as well as providing quantitative data as a resource for assessing whether specific products
should be permitted for use in IDOT projects.
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SECTION 2: OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to examine the performance of a series of ditch check products. This
testing was undertaken to provide the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) with
recommendations on the effectiveness of such products and whether they should be used in the field.
The specific goals of the project were as follows:


Install the product according to the manufacturer’s instructions.



Conduct the field tests and collect samples to analyze the effectiveness of various ditch check
products.



Examine the samples, specifically for turbidity and sediment concentration, to determine how
well the product removed sediment from the water flow.
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S
SECTION
N 3: METH
HODOLOG
GY
3
3.1 FIELD SITE DESCR
RIPTION
T
The erosion and sediment control studies for ditch check pro
oducts and e
erosion conttrol blanketss were
cconducted att the Erosion
n Control Re
esearch and Training Ce
enter (ECRT
TC) at the Ag
gricultural an
nd
B
Biological En
ngineering South
S
Farm, which belon
ngs to the Un
niversity of Illinois at Urb
bana-Champ
paign.
T
The total are
ea of the dem
monstration and
a researc
ch site was 3
3.95 acres (1
1.6 ha). The site contained an
g facility
e
elbow-shape
ed berm, a detention pon
nd, and three
e channels. An aerial vie
ew of the EC
CRTC testing
iss presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1
1 Aerial view
w of the EC
CRTC resea rch and dem
monstration
n site.
T
The elbow-shaped berm
m measured approximate
a
ely 300 feet ((91.4 meterss) in length a
and 12.5 fee
et (3.8
m
meters) in he
eight. The so
outhwestern face of the berm had a n approxima
ate slope of 3:1; the
n
northeastern
n face had an
n average sllope of approximately 2::1.
T
The detentio
on pond had an approxim
mate surface
e area of 136
681 ft2 (1271
1 m2) and a m
maximum sttorage
3
3
vvolume of 64
4485 ft (182
26 m ). The detention
d
po
ond providess the water ssupply for the
e testing and
d
e
evaluation pe
erformed at the site. The
e three chan
nnels were cconstructed w
with target le
engths of 20
00 feet
((61 meters) and
a bed slop
pes of 2%, 3%,
3 and 4%.. The 1% an
nd 4% slopess had straigh
ht configurattions,
w
while the 3%
% slope chan
nnel had an elbow
e
config
guration with
h a bend app
proximately n
near the cen
nter
((Monical 201
11). The soil type in the site
s was found to be a re
elatively equ
ual mix of silt loam and ssilty clay
as
lo
oam soils. Specific
S
soil series
s
includ
ded Brenton (38%), Drum
mmer (47%)), and Flanagan (15%), a
indicated by the Soil Surrvey Geogra
aphic (SSUR
RGO) Databa
ase (Soil Survey 2013).
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T
The testing was
w performed in a straight ditch at the
t ECRTC with a slope
e of approxim
mately 4%. T
The
testing chann
nel had a pa
arabolic shap
pe that simu
ulated the typ
pical channe
el profile found in constru
uction
ssites and roa
adside ditche
es. The chan
nnel had a to
op width of 9
9.85 feet (3 meters) at th
he upstream
m end
a
and 26 feet (7.9
(
meters) at the down
nstream end. The chann
nel side slope
e was 2(H):1
1(V) through
hout the
cchannel proffile. The ditch
h was appro
oximately 200 feet (61 m
meters) long but only the first half wa
as used
in this test.
T
The testing channel
c
was
s divided into
o two zones: the discharrge zone and
d the testing
g zone. The
d
discharge zo
one received
d the water frrom the pum
mping station
n. The discha
arge zone w
was stabilized with a
turf reinforce
ement mat (T
TRM) and ve
egetation to minimize ero
osion in the discharge zzone and the
e
ssediment con
ncentration of
o the flow before
b
reaching the testin
ng zone.
T
To measure the channell flow rate, a polymethyl methacrylatte (Plexiglass) 90 degree
e V-notch we
eir was
installed acro
oss the width
h of the channel betwee
en the discha
arge and tessting zone. T
The V-notch weir
w
was installed
d on a 3.28 feet
f
(1 meterr) deep trenc
ch with an in
nitial layer off cement app
proximately 11.81
inches (30 ce
entimeters) thick, and th
hen covered by compactted soil.
3
3.2 PRODUC
CTS EVALU
UATED
3
3.2.1 Sediment Log
C
Curlex sedim
ment logs are
e manufactu
ured by American Excelssior and contain curled e
excelsior wood fiber
ed with soft interlocking barbs, of which
in rolls of varrious diametters (Figure 3.2). The fib
bers are curle
8
80% are 6 in
nches in leng
gth or longerr. Sediment logs provide
e temporary, biodegrada
able channell
interruption by
b slowing water
w
velocity
y to reduce shear
s
stresss over the ch
hannel, there
eby minimiziing soil
d
degradation in the chann
nel and enha
ancing vegettation estab lishment (Am
merican Exccelsior 2015)).
T
The sedimen
nt logs evalu
uated were Type
T
II (diam
meter of 11.8
81 inches, orr 30 centime
eters) and de
esigned
to be used in
n mild to med
dium concen
ntrated flow areas. The p
product wass installed in accordance
e with
m
manufacture
er's guideline
es and IDOT
T recommend
dations for sstaking patte
ern. The insta
allation guid
delines
a
are available
e at www.am
mericanexcelsior.com.

Figure
F
3.2 Sediment
S
logs installed
d at field stu
udy site.
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3
3.2.2 GeoRidge Plastic
c Dam
G
GeoRidge diitch checks are
a permeab
ble plastic be
erms manufa
actured by N
Nilex, Inc. an
nd designed for
e
erosion and sediment co
ontrol (Figure
e 3.3). The GeoRidge
G
pllastic dams are made off a durable, UVsstabilized hig
gh-density polyethylene (HDPE).
G
GeoRidge da
ams are inte
ended to reduce water ve
elocity, spre
ead water ovver a wider a
area, trap sediment,
a
and aid in ve
egetation esttablishment. According to
t the manuffacturer's sp
pecifications, the producct should
b
be removed once vegeta
ation is estab
blished. This
s product ca
an be reused
d in future prrojects. The product
w
was installed
d according to
t the manufacturer's gu
uidelines, wh
hich are available at ww
ww.nilex.com.

e 3.3 GeoRid
dge installe
ed at field siite.
Figure
3
3.2.3 Triang
gular Silt Dik
ke
T
Triangular silt dikes are manufacture
m
ed by the Triiangular Silt Dike Compa
any, Inc. and
d contain tria
angular
u
urethane foa
am wrapped in geotextile
e fabric (Figu
ure 3.4). The
e product is available in multiple heights, but
the 9.85 inch
h (25 centimeter) model was used in
n this study. The productt was design
ned with protective
a
aprons on bo
oth sides of the barrier to
o prevent errosion and p roduct failurre. The product was insttalled
ffollowing the
e manufacturrer's guidelin
nes available
e at www.tri--siltdike.com
m.
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Fig
gure 3.4 Tria
angular silt dike installled at field s
study site.
3
3.2.4 Straw Wattle
T
The straw wa
attle is made
e of a mesh casing with straw fiberss inside, in th
he shape of a log (Figure
e 3.5).
T
This productt is meant to lie across a ditch perpe
endicular to tthe flow of w
water, where
e it acts as a
temporary da
am that slow
ws the flow of
o water, allowing the sed
diment to ha
ave more tim
me to settle o
out. It
ccan also act as a filter to
o remove sed
diment that passes
p
throu
ugh from the
e water. The
e product is installed
b
by digging a shallow tren
nch for the product
p
to lie
e in. It is then
n staked in w
with a stakess at 2 foot intervals
a
along the log
g. Stakes are
e staked in 45
4 degrees against
a
the fflow of waterr. This is don
ne to make ssure the
lo
og does not rise as wate
er hits it. The
e stakes hold the producct against th
he ground at that angle. T
The
p
product shou
uld span the entire width
h of the ditch
h to ensure w
water does n
not flow arou
und it when tthe ditch
iss at full capa
acity. Two sttraw wattles were installed about 10
0 feet away ffrom each otther in the te
est ditch
((Figure 3.6).

3 Straw wa
attle installe
ditch.
ed in test d
Figure 3.5

6

Figure
e 3.6 Both straw
s
wattle
es in a serie
es.
3
3.2.5 Siltworm
T
The Siltworm
m is a polypropylene geo
otextile tube filled with a proprietary blend of reccycled wood
p
products (Fig
gure 3.7). Th
he Siltworm ditch check product wass evaluated at ECRTC a
according to the
testing methodology for ditch check products using both the
e manufacturrer’s installation guide and
rrevised meth
hod (see Sec
ction 4.5).

Figure 3.7 Siltworm
m ditch chec
ck product installed ac cording to manufacturrer´s guidellines.
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3
3.3 TESTING
G PROTOCO
OL FOR SEDIMENT CO
ONTROL (D
DITCH CHEC
CK) PRODUCTS
T
This section outlines a fu
ull-scale testting and eva
aluation proto
ocol for ditch
h check prod
ducts conducted at
E
ECRTC. The
e proposed testing
t
proto
ocol is based
d on ASTM D
D7208-06 (A
ASTM 2007). It was used
d to test
the performa
ance of ditch
h check products and perform trainin
ng and demo
onstration acctivities. The
e protocol
w
will also help
p in updating
g the list of accepted
a
ditc
ch check pro
oducts for prrotecting earrthen channe
els from
sstormwater-induced eros
sion, as well as to evaluate new pro ducts. The ttesting proto
ocol reflects tthe
cconditions ty
ypically found
d on constru
uction sites around
a
Illino is.
3
3.3.1 Appara
atus
T
The propose
ed design forr the testing and evaluattion protocoll required the
e following ccomponents: water
ssource and delivery
d
systtem, testing channel, soiil stockpile, e
earthmoving
g and compa
acting equipm
ment,
total station, monitoring system,
s
and
d miscellaneo
ous other eq
quipment.
3
3.3.1.1 Wate
er Supply and Delivery System
S
T
The retention
n pond, loca
ated at the ECRTC facilitty, served ass the water ssupply sourcce. The wate
er
d
delivery systtem included
d the necess
sary pumps and
a piping to
o meet the rrequired hydraulic condittions for
testing. The water was discharged
d
onto
o
a stabiliz
zed surface to avoid soiil erosion be
efore the disccharge
w
was measure
ed and the water
w
reache
ed the head of the testin
ng channel. T
The recomm
mended disch
harge
m
measuremen
nt equipmen
nt is a 90 deg
gree V-notch
h weir (Figurre 3.8), which is most acccurate when
n
m
measuring discharges off less than 4993
4
gallons/minute or 0
0.315 m3/s (S
Smajstrla 19
981). Other o
optional
e
equipment, such
s
as flow
w meters, ma
ay also be us
sed to meas ure flow disccharge.

Figurre 3.8 90 de
egree V-notc
ch weir for fflow rate m
measuremen
nt,
and disc
charge zone stabilized
d with a turff reinforcem
ment mat (TR
RM).
3
3.3.1.2 Soil Stockpile
S
A stockpile of
o soil of ade
equate quanttity was requ
uired to repla
ace eroded ssoil in the te
esting channel.
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3.3.1.3 Earthmoving and Compacting Equipment
This equipment included a front-end loader to move soil from the stockpile into the testing channel
when needed, a self-propelled tiller to obliterate any rills, rakes to repair and smooth the surface, and a
soil compactor.
3.3.1.4 Scanning Equipment
A laser distance-meter was used to measure relative elevations of points with an accuracy of ±2 mm,
along with a data logger and related software for calculations (see Section 3.3.2.4 for further details).
3.3.1.5 Monitoring System
A 90o V-notch weir was used to measure the flow rate into the system. It was installed at the head of
the channel. The other equipment in the monitoring system consisted of a turbidity meter, a
penetrometer, and a soil moisture meter. Periodic calibration of the equipment was performed as
required.
3.3.1.6 Miscellaneous
Other miscellaneous equipment included a weather station (capable of measuring wind speed,
temperature, and precipitation) and audiovisual equipment such as a camera and video recorder
(Figure 3.9).

Installation zone

Pumping system
Water supply

Discharge zone
(protected surface)
4%
90° V Notch Weir
Testing channel

Figure 3.9 Diagram of evaluation procedure (not to scale).
3.3.2 Test Preparation
3.3.2.1 Channel Preparation
Channel preparation was begun by loosening the channel surface to a depth of approximately 3.94
inches (10 centimeters) using a self-propelled tiller. If testing had previously been performed, eroded
soil was discarded and replaced with soil of the same kind from the stockpile. Any foreign material
(vegetation, roots, or stones) that could have interfered in the product’s evaluation was removed from
the testing channel. Finally, the channel surface was smoothened with a hand rake and compacted
using an 881.85 pound (400 kilogram) lawn roller (Figure 3.10).

9

Figure 3.10
3
Soil co
ompaction operation
o
du
uring chann
nel preparattion.
3
3.3.2.2 Soil Moisture
M
Me
easurement
T
The soil mois
sture conten
nt was meas
sured at 10 to
o 15 random
m points alon
ng the chann
nel length. Iff the soil
m
moisture con
ntent was low
wer than 70%
% of saturation level, the
e channel w
was wetted ussing the rain
nfall
ssimulator sys
stem until a minimum off 70% was achieved thro
oughout the channel pro
ofile. The cha
annel
smoothened
g
the
hand
ssurface was
d again usin
rake
r
and com
mpactor if ne
ecessary. Te
esting of oth
her soil
m
moisture con
nditions can be performe
ed if required
d.
3
3.3.2.3 Ditch
h Check Insta
allation
T
The ditch check was insttalled, follow
wing manufacturer’s guid
delines, afterr channel prreparation was
ccompleted. Two
T
ditch ch
hecks were in
nstalled in series.
F
For evaluatin
ng the perforrmance of ditch checks in series, the
e spacing pa
attern follow
wed the
m
manufacture
er’s recomme
endations. Iff there were no recomme
endations avvailable, spa
acing betwee
en ditch
cchecks was computed as follows:

100

(1)

w
where D = sp
pacing distance (m), H = distance between chan
nnel bed and
d top of insta
alled temporrary
d
ditch check (m),
(
and S = slope of channel bed (%
%).
T
This distance
e was calcullated to position the botttom of the up
pstream ditcch check and
d the top of tthe
d
downstream ditch check
k at the same
e elevation.
3
3.3.2.4 Eleva
ation Measu
urement
E
Elevation me
easurements
s were taken
n using a las
ser scanning
g distance-m
meter (Leica 3
3D Disto). T
The
m
measuremen
nt pattern co
onsisted of a rectangularr grid with 4 by 4 inch (10 by 10 centimeter) spa
acing.
eck. The sca
T
The scanned
d area was on
o the upstre
eam side of the ditch che
an was perfo
ormed along
g a 3.28
ffoot (2 meterr) section up
pstream from
m the ditch ch
heck and accross the enttire wetted w
width of the cchannel.
S
Sequential channel
c
profile scans we
ere performed before and
d after produ
uct testing to
o generate
ssuccessive surface
s
profiles and prov
vide an accu
urate estimatte of the sed
diment deposition.
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Fig
gure 3.11 Ele
evation mea
asurement pattern (no
ot to scale).
3
3.3.2.4 Visua
al Documenttation
P
Photographs
s were taken
n of the chan
nnel conditions and the d
ditch check iinstallation b
before, durin
ng, and
a
after the testt was perform
med. It was recommended but not re
equired to re
ecord video of the test o
operation
a
as per ASTM
M D7208-06 (ASTM 2007
7).
3
3.3.2.5 Disch
harge Calibrration
T
The discharg
ge calibration was perforrmed in one of the demo
onstration ch
hannels or in
n the testing channel
p
prior to chan
nnel preparattion. Once th
he desired steady-state
s
flow rate wa
as achieved,, the ditch ch
heck
e
evaluation co
ommenced.
3
3.3.3 Test Operation
O
an
nd Data Collection
3
3.3.3.1 Chan
nnel Pre-Tes
st Scan
C
Channel sca
anning was performed
p
affter channel preparation and prior to
o the test. On
nce scanning was
ccompleted, the product evaluation
e
was
w performe
ed under a p
particular flow
w condition.
3
3.3.3.2 Prod
duct Evaluatio
on and Flow
w Conditions
T
The ditch wa
as broken do
own into five sections forr sample colllection purp
poses:


the V-notch
V
weir



imme
ediately upsttream of the first ditch ch
heck



imme
ediately dow
wnstream of the
t first ditch
h check



imme
ediately upsttream of the second ditc
ch check



imme
ediately dow
wnstream of the
t second ditch
d
check

T
These locatio
on distinctions were utilized for sam
mple collectio
ons and labe
eling on figurres comparin
ng
ssediment con
ncentrations
s before and after each ditch
d
check. The producct evaluations were run ffor 30
m
minutes (or until
u
productt failure) for two
t
differentt flow rates: (a) 79 gallon
ns/minute (g
gpm) or 5 L/ss and (b)
1
158 gallons/m
minute (gpm
m) or 10 L/s. Grab samples (0.09 galllon or 350 m
mL) were takken at 5 minute
intervals from
m the upstream and dow
wnstream sid
des of every ditch checkk installed. A
At the same ttimes

11

a
and locations
s, turbidity measuremen
m
nts were take
en with the tturbidity metter. The cuto
off time for sa
ample
ccollection wa
as 30 minute
es.
O
Once the tes
st was completed and an
ny remaining
g water had drained out of the channel, scannin
ng was
p
performed. This
T
second scan allowe
ed computatiion of the tottal sedimentt deposition in front of th
he ditch
ccheck after the first test.

ure 3.12 Collection of grab
g
sample
e during tes
st operation
n.
Figu
T
The second replication was
w performe
ed after the post-test sccanning was completed. This second
d
rreplication was
w done und
der the same
e flow condittions and wiithout producct removal a
and channel
p
preparation. This allowed
d computatio
on of sedime
ent accumullation after ssuccessive e
events and d
different
ssoil moisture
e conditions. As in the firrst replication
n, post-test sscanning wa
as performed
d after any
rremaining wa
ater had dra
ained out of the
t channel. Finally, a th
hird replicatio
on was perfo
ormed follow
wing the
ssame methodology as fo
or the second
d replication
n.
T
This procedu
ure resulted in a total of four channe
el scans for e
each testing sequence: an initial sca
an after
cchannel prep
paration and
d a post-test scan after every
e
replica
ation. The pro
ocedure wass followed fo
or each
o
of the three flow
f
conditio
ons previous
sly described
d.
3
3.3.3.3 Data Analysis
T
Total sedime
ent concentration for eac
ch sample was
w measure
ed based on the procedu
ures in ASTM
M
D
D3977-97 standard (AST
TM 1999). The
T grab sam
mples were ttaken to the laboratory fo
or determina
ation of
total sedimen
nt concentra
ation and pla
aced in a dry
ying oven at 219.2oF (10
04oC) for 24 hours to eva
aporate
m
most of the water.
w
T
Turbidity was
s measured in nephelom
metric turbidiity units (NT
TUs) for all grab sampless, and the re
elative
rreduction in NTU was co
omputed between the up
pstream and
d downstream
m sides of each ditch ch
heck
u
under evalua
ation. The to
otal volume of
o sediment retained by each ditch ccheck was co
omputed using the
sscanned topographic data gathered before and after test op
peration with the laser distance-mete
er
e
equipment. Total
T
sedime
ent volume was
w estimate
ed using the commercial software SURFER.
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3.3.3.4 Synthesis of Evaluation
All data and measurements (sediment volumes, total sediment concentration (TSC), and NTU) from
testing a specific ditch check were compared to the results from other ditch checks tested under similar
replicable conditions. The results were shared and discussed in detail with members of the project’s
Technical Review Panel. Ditch check recommendations were based on the test results and
discussions.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ditch check product evaluation was performed using two flow rates: a low flow of 79 gpm (5 L/s)
and a high flow of 158 gpm (10 L/s). The products were tested under different flow conditions to
evaluate how each might differently affect the ditch check product’s performance. Higher total sediment
concentration (TSC) was expected for higher flows. The TSC values calculated from the 5-minute grab
samples appeared to show a trend of declining concentration with each test performed. The sediment
concentration of grab samples seemed to consistently stabilize for all products after the first 15 minutes
of each test.
4.1 TRIANGULAR SILT DIKE
The average TSC values computed from grab samples for the triangular silt dike under the high flow
condition 158 gpm (10 L/s) are displayed in Figure 4.1. The results showed a declining trend in TSC
during the first 10 minutes of the evaluation, after which the TSC stabilized until the test was completed.
Samples were taken at the upstream and downstream sides of each of the two ditch checks installed in
series. The TSC value after 5 minutes is not shown for the downstream side of the downstream ditch
check, however, because the flow at this location did not reach steady state until approximately 10
minutes after the test began. This behavior was observed only for the triangular silt dike and was due to
the specific characteristics of that product. In contrast to the sediment log and GeoRidge, permeability
of the triangular silt dike was very low, which resulted in a significant flow barrier and created a series of
cascades between the ditch checks installed along the channel. This diminished the energy slope and
in turn the shear stress along the bottom of the channel, which prevented erosion in the channel bed
and enhanced sediment settling. Steady-state flow occurred after approximately 15 minutes for the
triangular silt dike for the low flow 79 gpm (5 L/s) condition (Figure 4.2). The average TSC values were
similar for both high and low flows for triangular silt dike.

Total Sediment Concentration (mg/L)
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300
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5min 10min 15min 20min 25min 30min 5min 10min 15min 20min 25min 30min
Ditch Check upstream
Ditch Check downstream
Triangular Silt Dike

Figure 4.1 Average TSC values for triangular silt dike for the 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate.
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Figure 4.2 Average TSC values for triangular silt dike for the 79 gpm (5 L/s) flow rate.
Based on the before and after test scans, the amount of accumulated sediment in front of the triangular
silt dike was measured to be 0.058 ft3 (1651 cm3) and 0.062 ft3 (1762 cm3) for low 79 gpm (5 L/s) and
high flow 158 gpm (10 L/s), respectively.
4.2 GEORIDGE
The TSC values under the 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate for GeoRidge product evaluation showed a
similar trend to the results of the triangular silt dike. In this case, steady-state flow occurred
approximately 3 minutes after the test started; TSC values decreased during the first 10 minutes of
evaluation, thereafter stabilizing to a constant value. The manner in which this product retained
sediment and prevented erosion in the channel bed differed from the triangular silt dike. The GeoRidge
ditch check primarily reduced flow velocities, causing sediment to settle upstream of the ditch check.
Reduced water velocity also resulted in decreased downstream erosion. The average test results for
GeoRidge ditch check product are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for high and low flow conditions.
The average TSC values were similar for both high and low flows for GeoRidge.
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Figure 4.3 Average TSC values for GeoRidge for the 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate.
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Figure 4.4 Average TSC values for GeoRidge for the 79 gpm (5 L/s) flow rate.
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Based on the before and after test scans, the amount of accumulated sediment in front of GeoRidge
was measured to be 0.156 ft3 (4420 cm3) and 0.193 ft3 (5480 cm3) for low 79 gpm (5 L/s) and high flow
158 gpm (10 L/s), respectively.
4.3 SEDIMENT LOG
The measured TSC concentration for the sediment log under the 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate is
presented in Figure 4.5. The sediment log retained sediment and prevented channel bed erosion in a
manner similar to the GeoRidge product. The sediment log exhibited a lower permeability than
GeoRidge, which dissipated more flow energy, augmented sediment settling upstream of the ditch
check, and minimized erosion downstream of the ditch check. Although the TSC concentration for the
sediment log was expected to be below that of GeoRidge because of increased permeability of the
material, a similar TSC was obtained; however, that finding was primarily the result of the flow
undercutting that occurred during evaluation.

Total Sediment Concentration (mg/L)
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Figure 4.5 Average TSC values for sediment log for the 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate.
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Figure 4.6 Average TSC values for sediment log for the 79 gpm (5 L/s) flow rate.
Based on the before and after test scans, the amount of accumulated sediment in front of the sediment
log was measured to be 0.091 ft3 (2572 cm3) and 0.11 ft3 (3108 cm3) for low (79 gpm) and high flow
(158 gpm), respectively.
4.4 STRAW WATTLE
Testing began at the designated starting flow rate of 79 gpm (5 L/s). Water immediately began to
undercut both straw wattles, with undercutting being more severe at the first ditch check (Figures 4.7
and 4.8). This undercutting never led to large amounts of ponding at either ditch check. Ponding levels
remained fairly constant throughout the test. Undercutting never stopped throughout the testing, either.
At 30 minutes, the flow rate was increased to 158 gpm (10 L/s). Buildup of biological debris could be
seen primarily at the first ditch check as it got caught on the ditch check. After testing was finished, it
was observed that large chunks of soil had been removed from in front of the ditch check as a result of
the undercutting. The ditch checks were fairly free of collected sediment.
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Figure 4.7 Undercutting at the ffirst ditch c
check.

Figure 4.8 Undercuttin
ng at the se
econd ditch
h check.
T
The measure
ed TSC conc
centration fo
or straw watttle under the
e 79 and 158
8 gpm (5 and
d 10 L/s) flow
w rates
iss presented in Figures 4.9
4 and 4.10
0, respectively. It was ob
bserved that downstream
m sediment
cconcentrations were con
nsistently equal to or higher than upsstream for both low and high flow
cconditions. This
T
can be attributed
a
to severe unde
ercutting obsserved for th
his product. As the product
e
endured und
dercutting thrroughout the
e entire expe
eriment and downstream
m sediment cconcentratio
on being
h
higher than upstream
u
en
nd, we would
d further clas
ssify straw w
wattle as a prroduct failurre.
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Figure 4.9 Measured sediment concentrations for the straw wattle for 79 gpm (5 L/s) flow rate.
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Figure 4.10 Average TSC values for the straw wattle for 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow rate.
Because of the severe undercutting observed for this product, the accumulated sediment in front of the
product was not measured.
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4
4.5 SILTWO
ORM
T
The first field
d test was co
onducted on Septemberr 27, 2012. T
The product w
was installed by company
rrepresentativ
ves at the ES
SCTRC site, following th
he manufactturer’s guide
elines, as sho
own in Figurres 4.11
a
and 4.12.

1 Siltworm ditch
d
check
k product in
nstalled
Figure 4.11
accorrding to manufacturer´´s guideline
es.

Figure 4.12
2 Siltworm ditch
d
check
k product in
nstalled
accorrding to manufacturer´´s guideline
es.
T
The trial was
s conducted using a high
h flow rate 158 gpm (10 L/s). The te
est was stopp
ped in the m
middle of
the experime
ent after sev
vere undercu
utting was ob
bserved. Durring perform
mance testing
g, one of the
e stakes
w
was displace
ed from its original position, which re
esulted in pro
oduct failure
e. Figures 4.13 and 4.14
4 show
u
undercutting and stake displacemen
d
nt during this
s test.
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Figure 4.13 Close-up view of sev
vere underc
cutting
during pro
oduct evalu
uation.

Figure
e 4.14 Siltwo
orm ditch c
check produ
uct
during prroduct evalu
uation.
T
The research
h team discu
ussed option
ns for evalua
ating the perf
rformance att a later date
e by altering the
m
manufacture
er guidelines. Accordingly, it was dec
cided to re-e
evaluate the performancce of the prod
duct in
O
October 2012. The testin
ng was cond
ducted on Oc
ctober 16, 20
012. At this test, the installation guid
delines
p
prescribed by the IDOT Erosion and Sediment Control
C
Field
d Guide for C
Construction Inspection w
were
ffollowed (i.e.., 45 degree staking for rolled erosio
on control/se
ediment conttrol productss), as shown
n in
F
Figures 4.15
5 and 4.16. In
n the follow--up testing, severe
s
unde
ercutting wass again obse
erved in the middle
o
of the test, re
esulting in prroduct failure
e as shown in Figures 4
4.17 and 4.18
8, after whicch the testing
g was
h
halted.
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Figure 4.15 Siltwo
orm installed
d in the testting channe
el according
g to
IDOT insta
allation guid
delines.

orm installed
d in the testting channe
el according
g to
Figure 4.16 Siltwo
IDOT insta
allation guid
delines.

Figure 4.17 Close-up
p view of un
ndercutting
g during pro
oduct evaluation.
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p view of un
ndercutting
g during pro
oduct evaluation.
Figure 4.18 Close-up
B
Because the
e product failed in both in
nstances at the
t flow rate
e of 158 gpm
m (10 L/s), th
he product w
was not
e
evaluated us
sing lower flo
ow rates. Lik
kewise, the accumulated
a
d sediment in
n front of the
e product wa
as not
m
measured.
In consultatio
on with Tech
hnical Review Panel members, an a
additional tesst was condu
ucted to re-e
evaluate
the performa
ance of the product
p
in Ma
ay 2015. Du
uring the testt, two measu
ures were evvaluated for
rreducing the product und
dercutting: adding
a
an ero
osion contro
ol blanket un
nderneath the product, a
and
a
adding mulch
h in front of the product. The stakes were installled following
g the guidelin
nes prescrib
bed in the
IDOT Erosion and Sedim
ment Controll Field Guide
e for Constru
uction Inspection (45 de
egree staking
g for
rrolled erosion control/sed
diment contrrol products)), as shown in Figures 4
4.19 and 4.20. The expe
eriment
w
was conductted using the
e 158 gpm (1
10 L/s) flow rate for 30 m
minutes. Witth these imp
proved installation
m
methods, no apparent un
ndercutting was
w observe
ed.
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Figure 4.19 Siltwo
orm installed
d in the tes
sting channe
el with blan
nket
underne
eath (upstre
eam) and mulch
m
on the
e front side
e (downstrea
am).

(a)

(b)

gure 4.20 Siltworm insttalled in the
e testing channel with
Fig
(a) blan
nket underneath (upstre
eam) and (b
b) mulch on
n the front s
side.
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SECTION 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Sediment transport is a process that involves both suspended sediment and bed load transport. The
process that yields the majority of soil displacement from its original position is bed load transport,
which has a tremendous impact on long-term ditch stabilization. Ditch check products are intended to
provide channel stabilization until vegetation can provide long-term channel soil protection. Prior to
vegetation establishment, the soil in channels is highly erodible, and ditch check products are installed
to prevent soil disturbance and reduce soil displacement.
Therefore, ditch check products should not only prevent sediment transport out of the construction site,
but they should also ameliorate the negative effects that soil displacement has on long-term channel
stabilization. After channel disturbance, ditch checks are installed and the channel bed is seeded to
provide long-term stabilization; if the soil is displaced from its original position, however, it will carry the
seeds along with it, and the areas where soil displacement occurred will not be able to generate a
vegetative cover for long-term channel protection.
Test observations; photographs taken before, during, and after product evaluation; and total sediment
retention analysis were used to determine the product effectiveness in terms of channel bed
disturbance and potential product failure during performance testing.
5.1 PRODUCT COMPARISON
Figure 5.1 and the accompanying discussion provide a comprehensive performance overview of each
product. The product recommendations are based on observations and results, along with ease of
installation.

Accumulated Sediment (before product)

Accumulated Sediment (ft3)

0.25

0.2

0.15
79 gpm (5 L/S)

0.1

158 gpm (10 L/S)

0.05

0
Silt Dike

GeoRidge

Sediment Log Straw Wattle

Silt Worm

Products

Figure 5.1 Comparison of accumulated sediment volume.
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It was observed that the higher sediment accumulation occurred with high flow (158 gpm). The silt dike
had the lowest downstream sediment concentration since the product created significant ponding and
led to minimum channel erosion. The GeoRidge had the highest level of accumulated sediment, as
sediment was easily captured by the product and erosion control blanket. The sediment log caused the
water to slow down, which allowed sediment to settle in front of the product. The straw wattle is not
recommended, as significant undercutting caused the product to be ineffective. Based on our
observations, there is a negative correlation between ponding and accumulated sediment.
Figure 5.2 and the accompanying discussion provide a comprehensive performance overview of each
product. The product recommendations are based on observations and results, along with ease of
installation. For 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow, the percent sediment concentration reduction is as follows:


Triangular silt dike: 1.85%



GeoRidge: –2.09%



Sediment log: –0.12%



Straw wattle: –120.58%

Product Comparison (Upstream)
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Figure 5.2 Product comparison for 158 gpm (10 L/s) flow.

Other than straw wattle, the performance of each product was similar to each other. Undercutting was
the main cause for the poor performance for straw wattle.
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Figure 5.3 and the accompanying discussion provide a comprehensive performance overview of each
product. The product recommendations are based on observations and results, along with ease of
installation. For 79 gpm (5 L/S), the percent sediment concentration reduction is as follows:


Triangular silt dike: 1.99%



GeoRidge: 3.92%



Sediment log: –0.08%



Straw wattle: –120.22%

Product Comparison (Upstream)
Sediment Concentration (mg/L)
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Figure 5.3 Product comparison for 79 gpm (5 L/s).

Other than straw wattle, the performance of each product was similar to each other. Undercutting was
the main cause for the poor performance for straw wattle.
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5.2 PRODUCT ANALYSIS
5.2.1 Triangular Silt Dike
 Sediment removal: Compared to sediment logs and GeoRidge, the triangular silt dike’s
permeability was very low, which resulted in a significant flow barrier and created a series of
cascades between the ditch checks installed along the channel. Very little soil disturbance was
observed for the triangular silt dike evaluation, and sediment accumulation in front of the
triangular silt dike was barely noticeable. The amount of sediment deposited upstream of this
product was less compared to those for GeoRidge and the sediment log. Due to good ground
contact, undercutting was not an issue for this particular product.


Ease of installation: Overall, this product was fairly easy to install.



Ponding: This product created a large amount of ponding compared to other products.



Product failure: The product appeared to hold up well at both high and low flow rates.

5.2.2 GeoRidge
 Sediment removal: Soil disturbance and sediment accumulation were visible for GeoRidge.
Due to good ground contact, undercutting was not an issue for this particular product.


Ease of installation: Overall, this product was fairly easy to install.



Ponding: This product created very little ponding compared to other products.



Product failure: The product appeared to hold up well at both high and low flow rates.

5.2.3 Sediment Log
 Sediment removal: Soil disturbance and sediment accumulation were visible with the sediment
log. Because the product is not nailed into the ground (as with the triangular silt dike and
GeoRidge, minor undercutting was observed for this product for the high flow condition. No
significant undercutting was observed for the low flow condition.


Ease of installation: Overall, this product was fairly easy to install.



Ponding: This product created less ponding compared to the triangular silt dike, but it created
more ponding than GeoRidge.



Product failure: The product appeared to hold up well at both high and low flow rates.

5.2.4 Straw Wattle
 Sediment removal: This product had poor results regarding its ability to remove sediment from
the water. The undercutting seemed to have lowered the product’s ability to reduce sediment in
the water. It would seem the second ditch check, where the undercutting was less severe, was
able to retain more sediment than the first ditch check. During installation, measures should be
taken to provide a good ground contact with this product. This product may probably perform
better on rain events after the first one. Specifically, the product will probably sink into the mud
after the first rain; therefore, less undercutting would be expected to occur as the product begins
to make better contact with the soil.


Ease of installation: Overall, this product was fairly easy to install. The installation protocol
was nearly identical to that of sediment log. Therefore, straw wattles are highly practical
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products. However, they are quite heavy, and they are much messier than the sediment log
because the straw tends to fall out of its sleeve.


Ponding: The straw wattle did not cause a large amount of ponding. If the prediction about the
product’s performance during rain events is true, more ponding could possibly occur as
undercutting is reduced. Overall, this product caused very little flooding.



Product failure: The straw wattle appeared to hold up well in higher flow rates. The product did
not fall apart or get carried away in high flows. However, undercutting was a serious problem
and happened almost instantly at low flow rates. Better trenching could possibly fix this issue,
but the product might then sit too low in the dirt. Future rain events may have less undercutting
for the reasons stated in the discussion about sediment removal, above.

5.2.5 Siltworm
 Sediment removal: Because the product was evaluated qualitatively, its efficiency in sediment
removal could not be quantified.


Ease of installation: Overall, this product was the most difficult to install among all the products
evaluated. The product was heavier than the other tested products. Moreover, it was not easy to
install wooden stakes through the product.



Ponding: The Siltworm did not cause a large amount of ponding. Because of the nature of this
product, it was difficult to achieve good ground contact. Hence, the product resulted in severe
undercutting.



Product failure: This was the only product that failed during evaluation due to severe
undercutting. To prevent undercutting, an erosion control blanket should be placed underneath
the product or mulch should be added in front of (upstream side) the product.

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ROLLED PRODUCTS
It was observed that undercutting of the product was a common problem with rolled products such as
the sediment log, straw wattle and Siltworm under high flow conditions. Unlike the triangular silt dike
and GeoRidge, these products are not nailed into ground and therefore can’t establish good ground
contact. To improve the performance of such products, an erosion control blanket should be placed
underneath the product or mulch/compost should be added in front of (upstream side) the product. It
should also be noted that an erosion control blanket provides extra protection from scouring on the
downstream side if the product is overtopped by flow.
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5.4 SUMMARY OF PRODUCT COMPARISON

Product/Criteria
Triangular silt dike
GeoRidge
Sediment log
Straw wattle
Siltworm

Sediment
Removal
Good
Decent
Decent
Bad
Bad

Ease of
Installation
Good
Good
Decent
Decent
Bad

Note: Good: 8–10, Decent: 5–7, Bad: 0–4
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Ponding
Bad
Good
Decent
Bad
Bad

Product
Failure
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
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